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LAC DU FLAMBEAU BAND OF LAKE SUPERIOR 

CHIPPEWA INDIANS FEE TO TRUST 

ACQUISITION FOR A CLASS III DESTINATION 

GAMING RESORT CASINO, Shullsburg, WI 

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT (EIS) 

Scoping Summary 

The Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA), as lead agency intends to prepare an Environmental Impact 

Statement (EIS) regarding the Lac du Flambeau Band of Lake Superior Chippewa Indians (the Tribe) 

proposed fee-to-trust acquisition and Class III destination gaming resort casino on 20 acres of land, 

located in the City of Shullsburg, Lafayette County, Wisconsin. 

The EIS Scoping Process 

Scoping is the term used in the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) regulations implementing the 

National Environmental Protection Act (NEPA) [40 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 1500 et 

seq.] to define the early and open process for determining the scope of issues to be addressed in the 

EIS. Scoping is the process through which cooperating agencies and interested persons are 

identified and significant issues and alternatives to be addressed in the EIS are determined. BIA’s 

NEPA guidebook (59 IAM 3-H, as amended) states that a scoping report explains the purpose and 

need for the proposed action, describes the proposed action and alternatives considered, summarizes 

the issues identified during the scoping process, lists the cooperating agencies, summarizes scoping 

meetings, and is available to anyone that requests a copy. The scoping of NEPA documents begins 

with a standard outline of resources that might be impacted by alternative federal actions. The 

standard list is contained in the BIA NEPA Guidebook (Section 4.4.E). This provides an outline for 

EIS chapters 3 and 4 in which all of the issues and concerns identified in the scoping process will be 

categorized for the EIS analysis process. 

The Role of Atkins 

Atkins is acting as the third party contractor selected by and at the direction of the BIA. Under the 

terms of a three-party agreement with BIA and the Tribe, Atkins takes direction from, and is under the 

sole control of, the BIA, which is the entity responsible for the review and approval of the EIS to be 

prepared by Atkins. Atkins is an independent consulting firm, and neither it, nor its principals, 

employees, or agents are employees of the Tribe or the BIA. Atkins is submitting all work products, 

reports and studies prepared by Atkins or assembled under its direction and oversight directly to the 

BIA. Atkins has asserted to the BIA that it has no financial or other interests in the outcome of the 

project, including but not limited to results of the environmental analysis or the BIA’s decision 
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regarding the approvals for the project. Atkins has also submitted a disclosure form to the BIA which 

has been incorporated into the administrative record that states “Pursuant to the requirements of 40 

CFR Part 1506.5, the Consultant declares under oath that it has no interest, financial or otherwise, in 

the outcome of this project.” 

Federal Actions 

The Tribe has submitted an application requesting the BIA, under 25 CFR 151.4, accept into trust status 

for the benefit of the Lac du Flambeau Band certain real property on the Tribe’s behalf, 20 acres of land 

which are located in Lafayette County, in the City of Shullsburg, Wisconsin, to develop a Class III 

destination gaming resort casino to provide revenue needed to meet the unmet needs of the tribal 

members. The rule 25 CFR 151.4 allows for the Secretary of the Interior to oversee the “Unrestricted 

land owned by an individual Indian or a tribe to be conveyed into trust status, including a conveyance to 

trust for the owner, subject to the provisions of this part.“ Proposed development for the property  

includes a Class III gaming facility (to be operated in accordance with the federal Indian Gaming 

Regulatory Act (IGRA), 25 U.S.C. §2701 et seq.) with restaurants, retail, entertainment and convention 

areas,  300-room hotel,  100-pad recreational vehicle park, youth non-gaming center, cultural resource 

center, sportsman club and 1,500 surface parking spaces.  

Purpose and Need 

The purpose of this project is to create necessary revenue and job opportunities through the 

development of a resort casino development.  The need for increased revenue was illustrated most 

recently in the “Lac du Flambeau Nation Unmet Needs Study.”  The study shows an immediate unmet 

need of $6,683,248 for operation and capital expenses that will allow the Tribe to meet its 

responsibilities in 2013.  In addition, the analysis estimated an unmet need of $191,232,251 for initial, 

operation and capital expenses to meet its responsibilities for the next 10 years.  The Unmet Needs 

Study identifies tribal programs and services which include many services to the community that are not 

supported by state and local taxes. When these resources are secured, the Lac du Flambeau Band will be 

able to provide for health care, social services, housing, cultural planning and preservation and efficient 

government services for its people and become a truly self-sufficient sovereign Nation.  

Alternatives to be Analyzed 

Two build alternatives and a no action alternative will be considered in the EIS. The two build 

alternatives would be located on the Shullsburg property and would include the development of 20 

acres held in trust in southern Wisconsin and development of commercial activities to generate 

revenues in support of the purpose and need of the Tribe. The preferred alternative would include the 

development of a class III destination gaming resort including a hotel facilities, restaurants/bars, 

conference/meeting facilities, small retail outlets, youth/family entertainment center, and spa.   
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The nongaming alternative would be located at the same location as the preferred alternative but would 

not include the class III gaming operation.  The Tribe is currently conducting a market feasibility study to 

determine what commercial activity would be most suitable for the Shullsburg location. 

Under the No Action Alternative, the Shullsburg site would not be placed into federal trust status for the 

benefit of the Tribe; further the current land uses on this parcel would continue or could be changed in 

accordance with applicable state and local law. 

Resource Areas to be Examined 

The resource areas to be examined include a wide breadth of subjects associated with the human 

environment. The existing environmental resources that might be impacted by the proposed action or 

alternatives will be described.  Impacts will be considered on land resources, water resources, air 

quality, biological resources, cultural resources, socioeconomic conditions, resources use patterns, 

public services, and environmental justice. Each of these broad resources areas has multiple specific 

subjects of concern that will be investigated. For example, the specific issues regarding public services 

that will be examined include water supply concerns, wastewater services, solid waste service, 

power/telecommunications, and public health and safety. Each of these resources will be examined to 

determine what the impacts, if any, the build alternatives will have on them. 

Notice of Intent 

A Notice of Intent (NOI) to prepare an EIS was published in the Federal Register on July 29th, 2013 with 
the comment period extending to September 5, 2013. The EIS scoping process is initiated with the 
publication of a Notice of Intent in the Federal Register and local public media, and also requires a public 

scoping meeting. 
 
Individual letters were sent out August 1st, 2013, to a mailing list of federal, state, local entities and 

identified concerned citizens. These letters provided some basic details about the proposed project and 

announced the public scoping meeting.   Public notices announcing the scoping meeting were published 

in the Republican Journal on August 7th, 2013, Quad City Times on August 9th, 2013, Wisconsin State 

Journal on August 6th, 2013, and the Galena Gazette on August 9th, 2013.  A copy of the ad as it appeared 

in all four papers has been included in Appendix B 2.0. Copies of the NOI, the mailing list and the 

affidavits for the newspaper publications are included in Appendix B. 

During the scoping period, comments could be sent directly to the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) or be 

submitted during the public scoping meeting. Public comments were received via oral remarks and 

comment cards returned at the scoping meeting and from written comments received from interested 

individuals, organizations, and government agencies.  All forms of public comment will be taken into 

consideration during the preparation of the EIS. The comments provide a mechanism by which public 

input can be incorporated into the impacts analysis for the proposed action and alternatives. 
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Public Information Meeting 

The BIA held a public scoping meeting August 15th to solicit public comment regarding the Tribe’s 

proposal. The meeting was held at the Shullsburg School District building in Shullsburg, WI.  Attendees 

were asked to sign in and fill out comment cards, which included a check box to be marked if they 

wanted an opportunity to speak.  Handouts were available that explained the intention of the meeting, 

project details and contact information for Scott Doig, the BIA representative and team leader for the 

EIS process. Copies of the sign-in sheets and handout are available in Appendix C. The proposed project 

location and four boards displaying the property survey and three schematics for the proposed casino 

destination resort were available for the public to review before and after the presentation. The project 

location was shown on a large screen during the presentation and open comment period for reference. 

Copies of the display boards and proposed project location imagery are provided in Appendix C. 

The purpose of the meeting was to explain the EIS process and the proposed project to the public and 

provide a forum for the public to comment. Comments are used to help identify key issues, concerns, 

and evaluation criteria for the upcoming EIS analysis.  One hundred thirty-five individuals signed in at 

the meeting, 11 provided written comment cards, and 26 provided verbal comments. Additionally, a 

petition created by local citizens in support of the proposed project was signed by 353 community 

members and delivered to the BIA during the scoping meeting. A copy of the petition is provided along 

with a list of all the signatories in Appendix E. The meeting began at 7:00 P.M. eastern daylight time and 

was concluded at approximately 8:30 P.M. Scott Doig, on behalf of the BIA, opened the meeting by 

welcoming everyone, introducing the panel, and explaining the purpose of the meeting. Scott then 

introduced Chris Miller with Atkins who further reiterated the process. Following the presentation, 

those who wanted to speak were called to the microphone one at a time and were given three minutes 

to address the BIA and the room.  A certified court reporter was available to record the proceedings and 

comments. A record of the transcripts is provided in Appendix D.  A summary of all the comments 

received during the meeting is provided in Table 1 and copies are included in Appendix E. 

Table 1.0 Summary of Comments Received Written and Verbally During Scoping Meetings 

Originator Summary/Copy of Scoping Comments Provide 

Verbal 

Comment 

Gary McCrea 1) He feels the project will be overwhelmingly positive for the area, creating 

jobs, increase school enrollment, and bolster small businesses. 

Yes 

Brooks Big 

John 

1) Gaming has greatly improved the lives of the Lac du Flambeau Band 
members. 2) Feels that Shullsburg will benefit in a similar way. 

Yes 

Tom 

Lethlean 

1) Great opportunity for Shullsburg and surrounding area.2) It will create 600 
jobs and spend money on goods and services.3) The Shullsburg casino resort 
would increase 
our tourist traffic, home construction, local tax base 
and related revenue, school enrollment. 

Yes 
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Deb 

Lethlean 

1) Delivered signed letters of support. 2) She strongly supports the project and 
jobs it will provide. 

Yes 

Howard 

Marklein 

1) Feels that jobs are the most important concern for the community. 2) 
Wants to know how the public feels about the project to report back to the 
governor and personal knowledge. 

Yes 

Bob Boyle 1) Strongly supports the project. 2) Discussed the declines in school 
enrollment in the area. 3) Feels the region needs growth, especially outside of 
agriculture. 4) Stated that people do not have to gamble if they don't want. 5) 
Stated that the risk to the community is worth the potential rewards of the 
project. 

Yes 

Ruben 

Santiesteban 

1) He stated that the Lac du Flambeau Band is the largest employer in Vilas 
County. 2) He stated that gaming as increased the quality of life for Band 
members and will do the same for Shullsburg, 

Yes 

Jim 

Paquette 

1) He stated that tax costs in Shullsburg are increasing. 2) Discussed the 
history of the proposed project. 3) He believes that there may be some 
negatives associated with the casino but the positives outweigh them. 

Yes 

Fred Norder 1) He stated that the casino will provide needed jobs for the community. 2) He 
has been to the Casino in Lac du Flambeau stated it has benefited Vilas 
County. 3) Believes the casino will provide similar benefits to Shullsburg.  

Yes 

Brandon 

Thoms 

1) Stated that he is originally from Lac du Flambeau and has seen the 
improvements to the area that gaming has provided. 2) He discussed that a 
gaming complex is more than just gambling but opportunities for national 
entertainment acts, which also bring in visitors. 3) He believes that the casino 
can provide opportunities to improve local small businesses. 

Yes 

Micheal 

Bradley 

1) He has concerns about Lac du Flambeau Band default of $50 million and 
other failed business ventures. 2) He stated that jobs provided would be entry 
level and low paying. 3) He stated that the tribes will not pay taxes and the 
financial burden associated with infrastructure costs of the casino will be 
passed on to local taxpayers. 4) He expressed concerns about potential lack of 
recourse for employee grievances due to tribes having their own government. 

Yes 

Dave Leahy 1) He is against the casino development. 2) He would like to know if the casino 
is going to purchase local goods and services. 2) He would like the local paper 
to provide more information on the development.3) He expressed concerns 
that the wages provided by casino jobs would be low. 

Yes 

La Vonn 

Berge 

1) She currently works in a casino and stated wages are above the federal 
minimum. 2) She stated that the jobs offered by the casino will provide people 
an opportunity to work locally. 

Yes 

Steve 

Netheny 

1) He discussed four-wheel trail that was developed in town and benefits it 
has provided. 2) He stated that the County is economically depressed. 3) He 
has been to Lac du Flambeau and is impressed with the area. 4) He stated his 
strong support for the casino project. 5) He believes the development will 
provide tax revenue for the city and county. 

Yes 

Jeff Doyle 1) Stated that the county needs jobs. 2) He believes that the casino will cause 
visitors to spend money in Shullsburg. 3) He stated that the casino will provide 
opportunities for new businesses in the area. 4) He believes that the city 

Yes 
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needs the additional housing development provided by the project, which will 
provide taxes and money for utilities. 5) He believes that the development will 
increase local schools enrollment. 6) He stated that the casino will increase 
tourism to the county. 7) He repeated that the referendum that was held on 
the casino was 87% in favor. 

Jack Sauer 1) Described the businesses that have disappeared over his lifetime in 
Lafayette County. 2) He paraphrased an article from the Republican Journal 
describing the positive aspects of the proposed development. 3) He stated the 
need for jobs that the casino development will provide.  

Yes 

Duane 

Chapman 

1) He stated that from the Lac du Flambeau's standpoint, the most important 
aspect of the EIS process is to ensure that the proposed project is not 
detrimental to the surrounding community. 2) Stated that the goal of the 
project is to grow the communities together. 

Yes 

Dan 

Morrissey 

1) He discussed how long the proposed casino has been in development. 2) He 
stated that Shullsburg and the Lac du Flambeau have been good working 
partners. 3) He would like to see the development happen more quickly. 

Yes 

Dale Schultz 1) Stated that many in the community and Lac du Flambeau have worked hard 
to build a team.  2) He sits on the state tribal committee and wants to make 
sure that the relationship is win/win for everyone. 3) He believes that the tribe 
can be a good partner with Lafayette county and he will do what is necessary 
to aid the partnership. 

Yes 

Joe Diedrich 1) Would like to know if having a casino will increase businesses downtown. 2) 
Stated he doesn't know if a casino is the answer for Shullsburg's problems but 
it is the only option. 3) Stated his support for the casino and the local jobs it 
will provide. 

Yes 

Ted Kearns 1) Stated he meets people everyday driving through to gamble in Dubuque, IA 

and would like to keep the money in WI.  

Yes 

Phil Gordon 1) Formerly on the County board and voted to enter discussions with casinos. 
2) Stated that the community needs something but would like to see a more 
active involvement from within the community. 3) He lives adjacent to the 
property and would like more information on noise and lighting impacts. 4) He 
is also would like to know what will be done with the roads to handle 
additional traffic. 5) He also has questions about water and sewage usage. Will 
the city be able to handle it?  

Yes 

Nathan 

Russell 

1) Stated that when the project began 13 years ago, he was not in favor of it. 
2) Stated that the casino should be allowed to invest in the community. 3) He 
believes that something needs to be done so that people will be able to live 
and work in the community. 4) He is excited about the opportunity for 
entrepreneurship that the casino will bring. 

Yes 

Joseph Hunt 1) Works in Indian gaming as an executive manager. 2) He stated that the 
tribes have improved greatly in the last 25 years due to gaming. 3) He believes 
that jobs will help Shullsburg too. 

Yes 
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Gary 

Weiskircher 

1) Has worked in casinos in the past and feels that they are a bad industry. 2) 
He is opposed to the casino project. 3) He believes the casino market is 
saturated. 4) He does not think that visitors to the casino will go anywhere in 
town. 5) He stated that the casino is only about money. 6) In his experience, 
the wages at casinos are low. 7) He is concerned about who will pay for the 
infrastructure associated with the casino. 8) He does not believe that the 
casino will help local businesses. 

Yes 

Mark 

Muehleip 

1) Is in favor of the casino because it will provide jobs. 2) Currently works in 
gaming industry and his current position is the second best paid he has had. 3) 
Would like to see a health care facility like in Lac du Flambeau. 

Yes 

Odella 

Woodworth 

I support the Casino because it will help the community in many ways. I don't 

believe people come only to gamble, but will also increase business. Good 

people make a great community. There will be homes sold, businesses 

opened, school enrollment increased among other things 

No 

Masha 

Einsweiler 

Great opportunity! 

 

No 

Brandon 

Thoms 

I fully support the proposed project.  It will provide jobs for many people No 

Bruce 

Dussell 

I think it will be a positive economic impact for Shullsburg No 

Jack Sauer I think the casino would be great for Lafayette County. No 

Micheal 

Bradley 

Default on $50 million loan. Mississippi riverboat low type entry level jobs. 

Pays no taxes, maybe low taxes for infrastructure. No state agency if you are 

an employee of the tribe. $3 million hit.  

No 

Kathy Becke What a great opportunity for our town to get a casino. I go 4 to 6 times a week 

for 19 years. In Iowa, all the cars are mostly from Wisconsin and Illinois. I hope 

there is a poker room and also bingo hall. It will be great for people who need 

to get a job. I love people and I wouldn't even mind being a hostess. I am so 

excited for the casino to come. I have lived here 13 years and I have been 4 

times to the restaurants in town. I go to the casinos for good food.  

No 

Mary and 

Micheal 

Bradley 

1) What weight in the decision process of approving the LDF Tribe's 

application for building an off-reservation casino is given to its poor financial 

history and serious business failures? The 50 million dollar default lawsuit 

brought against the LDF Tribe by Wells Fargo and Saybrook Trust is still in 

litigation. Shullsburg (population of 1,100) would be crushed by a bad business 

partnership 

2) The current Asst. Secretary of Bureau of Indian Affairs, Kevin Washburn, 

was the former General Counsel for the National Indian Gaming Commission. 

As recently as September 2011, Kevin Washburn represented the Lac du 

Flambeau Tribe in bancruptcy proceedings leveraged by Wells Fargo and 

Saybrook Trust. With this glaring conflict of interest, as BIA considers LDF 

No 
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Tribe's application for an off-reservation casino in Shullsburg, WI, will Kevin 

Washburn be recused as a participator? 

3) Shullsburg is an historic community (third oldest in Wisconsin) with a rich 

lead mining history. A gambling casino is not in keeping with Shullsburg's 

character. If the casino is approved what, if any, measures will be taken to 

insure the casino facility and grounds will be designed with historical 

sensitivity in both architecture and layout?  

Albert 

Gensler 

I am in favor of the Lac du Flambeau Casino/hotel project planned for 

Shullsburg. I think it will be an asset to Lafayette County/Shullsburg tax payers 

plus: create jobs. 

No 

Diance Hook I am very much in favor of this project. This area desperately needs the jobs 

and other benefits it would bring. 

No 

Len Hook I would like to see this come. As fast as possible! For the jobs and help the 

community. This looks very good to me. 

No 

Richard and 

Mary Reyna 

We support this project 100%. We need the jobs, we need to increase the 

enrollment in our schools, the betterment of our community, etc. No one has 

come up with a better plan. Let's get this done! 

No 

Shirley 

Gensler 

I strongly believe the proposed casino project is a win-win situation for 

Lafayette County and of course Shullsburg. My husband and I both had to 

drive to the neighboring state of Iowa for employment! Our childern left the 

area also for work. So the jobs alone would be an asset. We have been to the 

Lac du Flambeau reservation and tehy have done a great job of keeping 

improving the area. 

No 

 

Other Comments 

In response to the notices mailed out to the mailing list, the published NOI and/or information provided 

at the scoping meeting, five comments were received during the scoping period.  These comments are 

summarized in Table 2.0 and copies are included in Appendices F. 

 

Table 2.0 Summary of Scoping Comments Received in Letter Form or Via Email 

Date Originator Summary of Scoping Comments 

8/29/2013 Brad Mootz 1) Would like to know who the development would have fiduciary 

responsibility to.  Does the LDF have any other legal responsibility to the 

City of Shullsburg or Lafayette County? 

2) Stated that the casino market is saturated and wonders where the 

expected market for the Shullsburg Casino will come from? Will this 

casino serve to increase the amount of gambling currently occurring in 

the state, or will it be simply taking revenue that would already go to 
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other casinos in Wisconsin? 

3) What are the base assumptions of the Economic lmpact Study 

regarding operating costs, revenue, labor costs and profit? 

4) Due to recent market trends which have shown a decrease in gambling 

revenues in Wisconsin, what impact will this have on the Shullsburg 

Casino? How will development of the proposed casinos in Kenosha, 

Sheboygan and Beloit impact the revenue and profit projections? 

5) What percentage of revenue will directly impact the community, 

through either direct payment or jobs which are held by Lafayette County 

residents? 

6) How much money will be reinvested in the community, and how much 

will be returned to the LDF tribe? 

7) What guarantee will the City of Shullsburg and Lafayette County have 

that the agreement signed by the LDF will be honored, given the LDF's 

recent record of defaults? Will the tribe be legally bound to honor all 

agreements? 

8) What are the reason(s) that the LDF casino expansion has been 

rejected by other Wisconsin communities? What changes has the LDF 

made to the proposed development to reflect the comments/concerns of 

those residents? 

9) In the event of a market decline or due to faulty market analysis, what 

will the LDF tribe do in reaction to net losses during operations? At what 

point will the casino be closed? 

10) Will a management company be hired to operate the casino? What is 

the guaranteed distribution of jobs that will be offered to City of 

Shullsburg and Lafayette County residents? 

11) Governor Walker has indicated that he would only approve the 

Shullsburg casino given that it has local support, does not increase 

gambling in the state, and would be approved by all Wisconsin tribes. 

Given that this project by definition will need to take revenue from other 

casinos in order to be approved, does the LDF expect any challenges from 

other Wisconsin tribes on the construction of the Shullsburg Casino? 

8/25/2013 Robin Cichy 1) Feels jobs that would be provided by casino are unnecessary due to low 

unemployment in the county. 

2) Concerned about increased traffic, crime, environmental degradation, 

and economic problems that would accompany a casino. 

3) States that there are two casinos 25 miles away in Dubuque, IA for 

those who wish to gamble. 
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8/30/2013 Emily M. 

Lubcke 

1) Concerned about strain on Shullsburg utility infrastructure and Public 

services. 

2) New casino will cannibalize business from the multiple other casinos in 

close proximity. 

3) Feels if the casino needs a traffic light to control increased vehicle 

volumes, it will destroy the quaint charm that currently goes along with 

the county not having a traffic light. 

4) Concerned about the amount of light pollution that will be generated 

by the facility from lights on and around the building, lights in the parking 

lot, around the maintenance facility, and the campground. Too much light 

in the night sky is detrimental to human health (circadian rhythm, 

melatonin imbalance, sleep disorders, chronic illness) and wildlife 

(migration disruption, reproduction decline, increase vulnerability to 

predators, loss of the night ecosystem). We enjoy viewing the stars 

and the light pollution from this facility will dull that experience. 

5) Social problems will increase and may include gambling addiction, 

bankruptcy, increase in drug and alcohol abuse, and increase in crime. 

6) Does not think the casino will aid businesses in Shullsburg and will 

actually be detrimental to them. 

8/20/2013 Mary D. 

Foltz 

1) Letter is expressing opposition to proposed casino.  

2) Is concerned that State Hwy 11 is not suited to heavy traffic use. 

3) She is concerned that few local residents would be hired and does not 

believe that the development would provide quality jobs. 

4) She is concerned about damaging the historic and cultural resources of 

the area. 

8/19/2013 Michael and 

Mary 

Bradley 

1) Letter is expressing opposition to proposed casino.  

2) They are concerned about past financial history of the LDF Tribe. 

Believe that Shullsburg would be hurt by a bad business partnership. 

3) They have concerns about potential conflicts of interest for Assistant 

Secretary of the Bureau of Indian Affairs Kevin Washburn. 

4) They are concerned about the casino not fitting in with the mining 

history of Shullsburg. 

 

Cooperating Agency List 
 

According to the Bureau of Indian Affairs Guidebook a cooperating agency is “any federal agency which 

has jurisdiction by law or special expertise with respect to any environmental impact involved in a 

proposed action may become a cooperating agency. (See 40 CFR 1501.6; 43 CFR 46.225)”.  The agencies 

listed below have been requested to be cooperating agencies; only the USACE, EPA, and Lac du 

Flambeau have replied. The EPA and Lac du Flambeau have accepted the invitation and USACE has 

declined. The response letters have been included in Appendix A. 
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U.S Environmental Protection Agency 
Indian Environmental Office 
77 West Jackson Blvd (R-19J) 
Chicago, IL 60604-3590 
 
U.S Army Corps of Engineers 
Rock Island District, Mississippi Valley Division 
Clock Tower Building 
1500 Rock Island Drive 
Rock Island, IL  61201 
 
U.S Department of Interior-Fish and Wildlife Service 
Midwest Regional Office 
5600 American Blvd. West, Suite 990 
Bloomington, MN 55437-1458 
 
National Indian Gaming Commission 
National Headquarters 
1441 L Street NW  
Suite 9100 
Washington, DC 20005 
 
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources 
South Central Region 
3911 Fish Hatchery Rd 
Fitchburg, WI 53711 
 
Wisconsin Department of Transportation 
Southwest Region 
2101 Wright Street 
Madison, WI 53704-2583 
 
Shullsburg City Offices 
190 N. Judgement Street 
Shullsburg, WI 53586 
 
Lafayette County 
626 Main Street 
Darlington, WI 53530 
 
Lac du Flambeau Tribe 
P.O. Box 67 
Lac du Flambeau, WI 54538 
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*red text denotes undeliverable address and returned scoping notice 
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Quad City Times 
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Wisconsin State Journal 
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